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Handwritten Document Images Using
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Abstract— Word spotting strategies employed in historical
handwritten documents face many challenges due to variation
in the writing style and intense degradation. In this paper,
a new method that permits effective word spotting in handwritten
documents is presented that it relies upon document-oriented
local features, which take into account information around representative keypoints as well a matching process that incorporates
spatial context in a local proximity search without using any
training data. Experimental results on four historical handwritten
data sets for two different scenarios (segmentation-based and
segmentation-free) using standard evaluation measures show the
improved performance achieved by the proposed methodology.
Index Terms— Word spotting, handwritten documents, local
features.

I. I NTRODUCTION

D

IGITIZED historical manuscripts are not fully exploited
due to lack of proper browsing and indexing tools.
Traditional approaches in document indexing involving Optical Character Recognition (OCR) which although performs
well in modern printed documents does not operate effectively
in the case of historical handwritten documents which entail
different document degradations due to low paper quality,
writing style variations, bleeding through ink, shadows, nonuniform illumination, smears, etc.
A promising strategy to deal with unindexed documents is a
word matching procedure that relies upon a low-level pattern
matching called word spotting [1]. It is directly related to
Content-Based Image Retrieval, since it searches a word in
a set of unindexed documents using the image content as
the only information source. As final outcome, the system
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returns to the user a ranked list of document word images
based upon the similarity with the query word image. Finally,
word spotting can be conceived as the task of identifying
locations on a document image which have high probability
to correspond to an instance of a queried word-image, without
explicitly recognizing it.
In the literature, word spotting appears under two distinct strategies wherein the fundamental difference concerns
the search space which could be either a set of segmented
word images (segmentation-based approach) or the complete
document image (segmentation-free approach). The selection
of the segmentation-based strategy is preferred when the
layout is simple enough to correctly segment the words while
the segmentation-free strategy performs better when there is
considerable degradation on the document. Nevertheless both
strategies use an operational pipeline where features extraction
and matching have prominent role. Although there is an abundance of systems suitable for both modern [2], [3] and historical machine-printed documents [4]–[7], very few of them are
suitable for handwritten documents due to heavy degradation,
variation in the writing style and text layout complexity. The
challenging nature of word spotting in handwritten documents
has motivated the organization of two dedicated international
competitions, namely the ICFHR 2014 Handwritten Keyword
Spotting Competition [8] and the ICDAR 2015 Competition
on Keyword Spotting for Handwritten Documents [9] where
seven (7) group totally have been competed in two different
word spotting scenarios (segmentation-free and segmentationbased).
In this paper, a new method that permits effective word
spotting in handwritten documents is presented that it relies
upon document-oriented local features which take into account
information around representative keypoints as well a matching process that incorporates spatial context in a local proximity search without using any training data.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
At Section II, a comprehensive review of the related work is
given, Section III presents the proposed word spotting architecture„ wherein, Section III-B details the keypoints detection
and features extraction. In Section IV, the matching procedure
is presented. Finally, in Section V the experimental results are
discussed while in Section VI conclusions are drawn.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Previous approaches of word spotting can be distinguished
to supervised or unsupervised based on the need of training
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data or not. Furthermore, each approach is characterized by
the context wherein it operates in relation to the use of word
image segmentation (segmentation-based) or the lack of any
dependency on segmentation (segmentation-free).
Initial efforts in unsupervised segmentation-based word
spotting followed a methodological pipeline using as a
first step, pre-processing including binarization and text layout analysis followed by word image segmentation. Then,
analysing the segmented word image, a set of features is
extracted. Based on these features, a distance is used to
measure the similarity between the query word image and each
of the segmented word image found in a document image or a
collection of images.
In this spirit, Rath and Manmatha [10], [11] and
Lavrenko et al. [12] calculate two families of feature sets.
On the one hand, they use scalar type features that include
aspect ratio, area, etc. On the other hand, the profile-based
features are used that are based on horizontal and vertical
words projections and the upper and lower word profiles.
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) is used in order to match
different length-variant features sets.
Zagoris et al. [13] (CSPD) created a similar set of profilebased features, differently encoded by Discrete Cosine Transformation, normalized by the first coefficient and quantized
by the Gustafson and Kessel [14] fuzzy algorithm. The result
was a very short descriptor, which has been tested on a
Greek handwriting database from different writers, the Washington words database and the MPEG-7 CE1 Set B database. It uses a weighted Minkowski L 1 distance to match
the different features set. It has been used as the baseline
approach for the Track I, Assignment-I.A. (Segmentationbased) from the ICDAR 2015 competition [9] as it is freely
available.1
Finally, Srihari et al. [15] present a system for searching
handwritten Arabic documents based on a set of binary shape
features suitable for Arabic script along with a correlation
distance that performed best for matching.
Recent works on unsupervised word spotting do not require
segmentation at any level, thus denoted as segmentation-free.
Leydier et al. [16] detects zones on the images that represent
the most informative parts based on the gradient orientation
calculated by the convolution of the image with the first
and second derivatives of the Gaussian kernel. Their matching
procedure is based on naive elastic matching. In order to create
guides for the matching, they use morphological operations;
an opening with a heuristic structuring element based on the
document type. The evaluation experiments were conducted
on medieval manuscripts of Latin and Semitic alphabets. They
found that their algorithm is not suitable for short words (less
than four letters) as the shorter the word, the less information
to compare with. In [17], they introduced an improved version
of their initial segmentation-free approach. The main revised
parts comprise the matching engine and guide detection which
is based on second derivatives along the isophote curves.
Although it is an improvement compared to [16], the way they
extract the features and match them, they are very sensitive to
1 http://orpheus.ee.duth.gr/cspd/
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different writing variations and matching word with different
font sizes. Moreover, their matching engine is time consuming
making its use impractical for large datasets.
Gatos and Pratikakis [18] presented a block-based document
image descriptor that is used in a template matching scheme.
They created versions of the query image that are scaled and
rotated to produce different word instances. For each word
instance they calculated different set of feature vectors. Their
various versions of queries creates a lot of noise in the final
merging state from the different queries especially where there
is variations in the writing and size of the matching words.
Kovalchuk et al [19] preprocessed the documents by a
simple binarization process and resize them to fit a fixedsize rectangle. Then, extract from them HOG and LBP
descriptors. The retrieval is performed by nearest-neighbour
search, followed by a simple oppression of extra overlapping
candidates. This algorithm awarded the 1st prize in the Track II
(Segmentation-Free) of ICFHR 2014 Handwritten KeyWord
Spotting Competition [8].
Apart the aforementioned methods which operate in an
unsupervised context. there exist methods that are employed
in a supervised context using training data to learn similarities.
Almazan et al. [20] presented a method which both word
images and text strings are embedded in a common vectorial subspace. In this subspace, images and strings that
represent the same word are close together, allowing one to
cast recognition and retrieval tasks as a nearest neighbour
problem. This algorithm awarded the 1st prize in the Track I
(Segmentation-Based) of ICFHR 2014 Handwritten KeyWord
Spotting Competition [8].
Some works operate at text line level using HMM models
to spot the words [21]. Another approaches embed a discriminative stage in HMM model such as SVM [22], a neural
network [23] or deep learning network architectures [24].
Although, they provide better results, they have a lot of
drawbacks. Firstly, they required a lot of training data and
some cannot be able to identify words that are not present in
the training set. Moreover, their requirement for line or word
segmentation, make them prohibitive in segmentation-free
scenarios.
Another approach is based on the local features in the
form of the Bag-of-Visual Words (BoVW) model [25], [26].
Rusinol et al. [26] present a patch-based framework where
the patches are represented by a BoVW model which the
local features are the SIFT descriptors. Then, they applied the
Spatial Pyramid Matching method to their BoVW model to
comprehend the lack of spatial information. At a next step,
they normalized the BoVW descriptor with a tif-idf model
and then they applied a latent semantic indexing technique.
Apart of the costly, database-depended operation of creating a
codebook for the BoVW model, their method further depend
on the query font size, thus, making it impractical to matching
word of different size due to diverse writing forms.
Llados et al. [25] evaluate the performance of various
word descriptors, in a bag of visual words (BoVW) context,
a pseudo-structural representation based on Loci Features,
a structural approach by using words as graphs, and sequences
of column features based on DTW. They reported that the
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Fig. 1.
(a) Global diagram of the proposed word spotting framework,
(b) Keypoint Detection Diagram.

statistical approach of the BoVW produces the best results,
although the memory requirements to store the descriptors are
significant.
In this paper, addressing the limitations of the aforementioned works, the proposed approach employs novel local
features which are oriented for documents, namely Documentoriented Local Features (DoLF) as it is based on Connected
Component Analysis. Moreover, although the proposed features use the spatial information of the current points location
they are based on texture information. Finally, we propose
a distance algorithm that incorporates spatial context and is
employed under both segmentation-based and segmentationfree scenarios.
The main novelties of the proposed method are:
(i) Use of local features that takes in consideration the
handwritten documents particularities. Therefore, it is
able to detect meaningful points of the characters that
reside in the documents independently of its scaling.
(ii) It provides consistency between different handwritten
writing variations.
(iii) Use of the same operational pipeline in both
segmentation-based and segmentation-free scenarios
(iv) Incorporation of spatial context in the local search of the
matching process by integrating a near neighbor search
procedure relative to the each keypoint.
The proposed paper is an considerable evolved method from
the conference paper [27]. There exist fundamental differences
which are given in the following:
(i) The detection of local points is based on the Connected
Components (CCs) center of gravity instead of their
convex hull.
(ii) The filtering of local points is more robust to scaling as
it is based on CCs statistics instead on the entropy.
(iii) The local points features are calculated on a dynamic
window size and not on a fixed window size.
(iv) The space normalization in matching process now incorporates the query word ratio.
(v) The proposed method works under segmentation-free
scenarios as the conference paper performs only for
segmentation-based.
III. P ROPOSED M ETHODOLOGY
A. Introduction
The operational pipeline of the proposed word spotting
framework is illustrated in Fig. 1a. It consists of two
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distinct steps: the Offline and the Online. At the Offline step,
which is executed once, the document images are segmented
to the word images for which, the proposed local features are
extracted and indexed to a database. It should be noted, that the
word segmentation step is disregarded under the segmentationfree scenario and local features are extracted directly from the
document page image.
At the Online step, which is the only visible operation to
the user, the proposed feature set is extracted from the query
word image and a matching procedure is applied between the
features of the query and each indexed word image. Thereafter,
a ranking list of all the word images is presented to the user.
For the sake of clarity, in the case of segmentation-based
scenario the ranking list comprises all the pre-segmented word
images while in the case of segmentation-free scenario the
ranking list comprises all detected word images, similar to the
query after a complete search in the document images.
B. Document-Oriented Local Features (DoLF)
1) KeyPoints Detection: Fig. 1b shows the consecutive
steps of the proposed methodology for the detection of local
characteristic points (keypoints) either in a word or document
image I in the case of a segmentation-based or a segmentationfree scenario, respectively.
Initially, the gradient vectors of the image I in both
x-axis (Ix ) and y-axis (I y ) are calculated by the convolution of the grey-level image k with the 1-D kernels
[−1, 0, 1] and [−1, 0, 1]T , respectively. The results are shown
in Fig. 2b and 2c.
Next, the Ix and Ix vectors are filtered by a high-pass filter
in order to remove the noise that resides in the document
background:



0
i f Ix < thr x 
0
i f I y < thr y
Ix =
(1)
I =
Ix
i f Ix ≥ thr x , y
Iy
i f I y ≥ thr y
The variables thr x and thr y are calculated dynamically
by applying the Otsu algorithm [28] on Ix and Ix vectors,
respectively, by minimizing the intra-class variance between
the two clusters.
The orientation θ (G I ) (Fig. 2d) and magnitude D(G I ) of
the gradient vector G I of the image I are defined as follows:
θ (G I ) = tan −1 · G I

  


D(G I ) = (Ix )2 + (I y )2 , where G I = Ix I y

(2)
(3)

Fig. 2d shows an example of the gradient angle image. The
grey values represent zero angles. The dark colours represent
negative angles while the bright colours represent positive
angles.
The next step involves linear quantization of the θ (G I ).
The purpose of this step is to label the changes to writing
direction as these points consist of important and descriptive
information. Table I shows the mapping of each θ (G I ) to corresponding quantization value and Fig. 2e shows the output for
the quantization of the θ (G k ) values. Each colour represents
a different quantization level.
Next, for each quantization level the Connected Components (CC) are detected, as shown at Fig. 2f-2i.
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Fig. 2. The steps for the keypoints detection: (a) the original word image, (b) Ix image, (c) I y image, (d) θ (G I ) image, (e) the quantization of the gradient
angles, (f) - (i) the connected components of each quantization level, (j) the final keypoints.

TABLE I
Q UANTIZATION M APPING F OR THE
G RADIENT A NGLES θ (G I )

These CCs represent chunks of strokes that correspond to
different writing directions between them. Then, a filtering
procedure is applied to reject outliers that may affect the final
result and to decrease the time expense required. Therefore,
the CCs that satisfy the following equation are accepted:
CC
CC
CC
CC
− M ADarea
≤ CCarea ≤ Marea
+ M ADarea
Marea

(4)

CC is the CCs mean area size and M AD CC is the
where Marea
area
CCs mean absolute deviation area size. The final local points
are represented by the center of gravity of each remaining CCs.
An example of these keypoints is shown in Fig. 2j.
The most meaningful parameter is the number of the quantization levels. This affects the number of the created local
points as it increases the CCs.
The proposed keypoint detection method is able to detect
meaningful points of the characters that reside in the documents independently of its scaling. Moreover, the linear
quantization and the resulting CCs represent chunks of strokes
that correspond to different writing directions between them.
A subset of these CCs should be stable between different scaling and handwriting styles as some of those chucks remains
the same.
In supporting that, Fig. 3 shows some qualitative results
based on different handwriting variations and scales.
2) Feature Extraction: Most works using local features are
based on the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [29] in
order to describe the local information. The original application of these local features are the natural images which have
many structural differences compared to document images.
Firstly, the detection of the most powerful edges through
pyramid scaling, creates local points between text lines.
Secondly, we argue, that it is not beneficial in document
images to incorporate invariant properties in the descriptor of

Fig. 3. Qualitative comparison of the local points detection between different
writing styles and scales.

the local points as it results in noise amplification. This is
further supported by the observation stated in [17] wherein
the used features which are invariant to rotation have resulted
in worse performance, when compared to features that are
dependent on rotation. They adhere to the observation that the
features that are invariant to rotation are more sensitive to the
noise.
Moreover, it is worth noting that the features for word
spotting which rely only on word shape characteristics are
not effective in dealing with a document collection created by
different writers, containing significant writing style variations.
Although slant and skew preprocessing techniques can reduce
the shape variations, they cannot eliminate the problem as the
whole structure of the word is different in most of the cases.
In this respect, we argue that although the shape information
is meaningful, the texture information in a spatial context is
more reliable which is further verified in [25].
The features extracted at each local keypoint are based upon
the orientation and the magnitude of the image I (Eq. 2 and 3).
Specifically, the proposed feature vectors are calculated upon
a dynamic window around the keypoint. The dynamic window
aims to determine a scale-invariance window size by applying
a function in a scale-space that corresponds to a series of
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context suitable for document images. The advantage of the
proposed matching is three-fold: (i) it enables a local search
instead of searching in a brute force manner, (ii) it incorporates
spatial context and (iii) it is suitable under both segmentationbased or segmentation-free scenarios. In the sequel, the complete matching step will be detailed.

Fig. 4.
(a) Representation of the dynamic window search space,
(b) The window area around the keypoint.

different window sizes. Scale space theory [30], [31] allows to
develop scale invariant properties by representing an image as
a one-parameter function of different scaled images, the scalespace representation, and selecting the one that maximizes the
above function.
Fig. 4a shows the successive window levels of the dynamic
window achieved with a step equal to W s. The Wa denote
the starting window size and the Wb denote the ending
window size. The optimal window is chosen based on the
local maximum value of a scale-invariant function. There
is a variety of functions/kernel in the bibliography such as
the Laplacian or Difference of Gaussians. In the proposed
approach, the mean intensity is chosen due to simplicity and
speed.
When the window size is chosen, the area around the
keypoint, is divided into 16 cells as shown at Fig. 4b. Each
cell is represented by a 4-bin histogram (each bin corresponds
to a quantization level) and each pixel accumulates a vote in
the corresponding angle histogram bin. The strength of voting
depends on the magnitude of the gradient vector.
Finally, all 16 histograms are concatenated in a single
64-bin histogram and normalized by its norm. Motivated by
the work [29] in order to make the descriptor illumination
independent, all the values above 0.2 are fixed to 0.2 and the
resulting values are re-normalized again.
Although, the proposed descriptors appear to be similar to
Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [32] or to Scaleinvariant feature transform (SIFT) [29] descriptors, they have
distinct differences:
(i) Unlike SIFT, the proposed descriptors are computed
on scale-invariant key points without rotating to align
orientation.
(ii) The HOG is calculated on the whole document using a
dense grid without scale-invariant properties.
(iii) The proposed angle gradient quantization corresponds
to the initial quantization for the local point detection method and it has only 4 levels. In contrast,
the HOG histogram channels are evenly spread over
0 to 180 degrees or 0 to 360 degrees, depending on
whether the gradient is unsigned or signed and SIFT uses
8 orientation levels.
IV. W ORD M ATCHING
The proposed word matching method is motived from the
Nearest Neighbor Search (NNS) [33] by incorporating a spatial

A. Matching in a Segmentation-Based Context
In the case of segmentation-based word spotting, the aim is
to match the query features to the corresponding features of
any word image in the document.
The initial stage in the matching step is a normalization
which is applied for any word image including the query word
image so that scale invariance is achieved.The normalized
procedure comprises the following steps:
Step 1: Calculation of the mean center (cx , c y ) of the
keypoints set in a word image:
⎞
⎛ k
k
i
i
p
p
x
y⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜ i=1
i=1
,
(5)
(cx , c y ) = ⎜
⎟
⎝ k
k ⎠
where pix , piy denote the location of the i t h keypoint and
k denotes the total number of the keypoints in a word image.
Step 2: Calculation of the mean distance (Dx , D y ) of all
keypoints from the mean center (cx , c y ) is denoted as:
⎞
⎛ k
k
i
i
px − cx
py − cy ⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜ i=0
i=0
(Dx , D y ) = ⎜
,
(6)
⎟
⎠
⎝
k
k
Step 3: Calculation of the updated normalized location for
each keypoint:


piy − c y
pix − cx
inew
inew
( px , p y ) =
(7)
,
Dx
D y ∗ (w/ h)
where w/ h is the width to height ratio of the word image.
It should be noted the the y-dimension corresponds to height.
After normalization, all word images are directly comparable due to the achieved scale invariance as shown in Fig. 6c.
In the next stage, the spatial NNS for each keypoint that
resides on the query image is addressed. The spatial NNS is
realized in a search area around each point. In Fig. 6c,
the search area is displayed with light green. During search,
if there is one or more keypoints in the proximity of the query
keypoint under consideration, the Euclidean distance between
their descriptors is calculated and the minimum distance is
kept. This is repeated for each keypoint in the query image.
The final similarity measure is the average of all the minimum
distances. If there is not a local point in its proximity then the
query local point is ignored.
As a final stage, the system presents to the user all the
word images based on ascending sort order of the calculated
similarity measure.
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Fig. 5. The segmentation - free operational pipeline (a) the query image,
the (Qcx , Qc y ) location (shown in magenta colour) and its nearest keypoint
Qkc (shown in orange colour), (b) the document image, (c) the candidate local
points for the document coordinate origin, (d) multiple instances of (Dx‘ , D ‘y )
around each candidate coordinate origin, (e) multiple word detection (f) final
result (the green colour denotes the most similar word).

B. Matching in a Segmentation-Free Context
The segmentation-free word spotting scenario using the proposed DoLFs is an extension of the procedure described for the
segmentation-based word spotting scenario. Its fundamental
difference is that there is no information about the potential
word image on the document that should be matched to the
query. In this respect, the computation of Eq. 5 - 7 does not
hold. In order to circumvent this, a strategy is followed which
estimates potential (cx , c y ) and the corresponding (Dx , D y ) in
the document space that comprises the following steps:
As a first step, the normalization described in the previous
section using Eq.5 - 7 is applied on the query word image
only, and the nearest keypoint Qkc from (Qcx , Qc y ) point is
identified. The location of the Qkc keypoint (Qckx , Qcky ) is the
new coordinate origin as shown in Fig. 5a.
In the second stage, a procedure is initialized in order
to detect the most similar local points between the query
Qkc keypoint feature and those that reside in the document.
In the achieved similarity set, we create a ranked list out of
which, the top N matches are kept for further use. Fig. 5d
shows the N remaining local keypoints. In our implementation,
the Euclidean Distance (E D) is used, and the top N matches
that kept are those that have the distance from the query
keypoint Qkc feature lower than 0.045. This threshold is
experimentally defined and control the time expense of the
search in the document space. Larger values does not provide
any meaningful effectiveness just increase the processing cost.
In the sequel, each keypoint that belongs to the top
N matches is a document candidate coordinate origin. All
candidates are shown at Fig. 5c. As described in the previous
section, the computation of (Dx , D y ) is required. Since, in a
segmentation-free approach, there is no knowledge about the
word image boundaries, we proceed in a stepwise use of
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multiple instances of the computed (Dx‘ , D ‘y ) at an interval that
is guided by the computed query word image (Q Dx , Q D y ).
In particular, Dx‘ take values in the range [ 2·Q3Dx , 4·Q3Dx ]
2·Q D 4·Q D
and D ‘y take values in the range [ 3 y , 3 y ] with a step of
QD
Q Dx
and 3 y , respectively. For each instance of (Dx‘ , D ‘y ),
3
the similarity measure as described in the previous section
opt
opt
will be used to determine the optimal (Dx , D y )k pi for
each keypoint k pi that belongs to the top N matches in the
document. Due to unknown word boundaries for the matching
procedure, the considered local points are those that are
contained in an ellipse defined by: center Qkc and axis length
(Q Dx, Q Dy) for the query case while center k pi and axis
length (Dx‘ , D ‘y ) for the candidate word image case. Fig. 5a
and Fig. 5d shows the aforementioned procedure.
Finally, this kind of information permits to realize a search
and to proceed in a matching as described in the previous
section between the keypoints of the query word image and
the keypoints that are contained in the search area that is set by
the optimal (Dx‘ , D ‘y ) and is centered at one of the keypoints
that belongs to the top N matches.
The aforementioned procedure creates many overlapping
word matches as some N keypoints reside nearby, as shown in
Fig. 5e. Therefore a merging procedure is initiated. Two word
rectangles are merged when the relative overlapping area is
over a certain threshold. The overlapping area O A is defined
as:
A∩B
(8)
OA =
A∪B
A and B denote the two word rectangles. In our implementation the threshold is defined at 0.5. This threshold defines the
overlapping sensitivity of the final results.
The most meaningful thresholds are the top N matches and
the search area around each local point. Both, these thresholds
control the time expense of the of the search area in the
document space.
Finally, the system presents to the user all the word images
based on ascending sort order of the calculated similarity
measure as show in Fig. 5f.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
The proposed unsupervised word spotting methodology is
evaluated on three datasets of handwritten documents:
• Bentham Dataset [34]: It consists of high quality (approximately 3000 pixel width and 4000 pixel
height) handwritten manuscripts written by Jeremy
Bentham (1748-1832) himself as well as fair copies
written by Bentham’s secretarial staff over a period of
sixty years. It contains several very difficult problems,
wherein the most difficult is the word variability as a
result of multiple writers. The variation of the same
word is extreme and involves writing style, font size,
noise as well as their combination. Fig. 7 shows some
examples of these instances. It is worth to note, that
we evaluate against two different document sets. The
first one it denotes as Bentham-ICFHR14, it was used in
ICFHR 2014 Handwritten Wordspotting Competition [8]
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Fig. 6. Keypoint detection and correspondence at the original and the normalized space: (a) the query keypoints, (b) the word image keypoints, (c) the
projection of query keypoints to the word image: the red lines connect the matched local points, the green area (right image) is the local proximity area of
the nearest neighbour search in the normalized space.

Fig. 7. Type of word variations met in the Bentham Dataset for the words
‘England’ and ‘Embezzlement’.

and contains 50 documents. The second one it denotes as
Bentham-ICDAR15, it was used in ICDAR2015 Competition on Keyword Spotting for Handwritten Documents [9]
and contains 70 documents. The datasets and their corresponding query sets are freely available in their associated
websites.2
• Washington Dataset [12]: It consists of document
images from George Washington Collection of the
Library of Congress (namely 3000300 - 3000309) [12].
The dataset and the corresponding query set is available
to their website.3 It is worth to note, that we evaluate
against two different experimental setups. One, that it
uses 10 good quality pages and it has 2381 queries and
another one that consists of 20 handwritten pages with a
total of 4860 words.
• Barcelona Historical Handwritten Marriages Dataset (BH2M) [35]: It consists of 40 images of historical
handwritten marriages records stored in the archives of
Barcelona cathedral. This book was written between
1617 and 1619 by a single writer in old Catalan. It is
available at their website.4
Fig. 8 shows some representative document images from
each of those datasets.
The measures employed in the performance evaluation of
the proposed segmentation-based algorithm are the Precision
at the 5 Top Retrieved words (P@5) and the Mean Average
Precision (MAP). To further detail the metrics, let define
Precision and P@k as follows:
|{r elevant wor ds} ∩ {k r etri eved wor ds}|
(9)
P@k =
|{k r etri eved wor ds}|
Precision is the fraction of retrieved words that are relevant
to the search, while in the case that precision should be
2 http://vc.ee.duth.gr/h-kws2014 and http://transcriptorium.eu/~icdar15kws/
3 http://ciir.cs.umass.edu/downloads/old/data_sets.html
4 http://dag.cvc.uab.es/the-historical-marriages-database

Fig. 8.
Representative document images from (a) Bentham Dataset,
(b) Washington Dataset, (c) Barcelona Historical Handwritten Marriages
Dataset.

determined for the k top retrieved words, P@k is computed.
In particular, in the proposed evaluation, P@5 is used which
is the precision at top 5 retrieved words. This metric defines
how successfully the algorithms produce relevant results to the
first 5 positions of the ranking list.
The second metric used in the proposed evaluation is the
Mean Average Precision (MAP) which is a typical measure
for the performance of information retrieval systems [36].
It is implemented from the Text Retrieval Conference (TREC)
community by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). The above metric is defined as the average of the
precision value obtained after each relevant word is retrieved:
n

AP =
where:
r el(k) =



(P@k × r el(k))

k=1

{r elevant wor ds}

(10)

1, i f wor d at r ank k i s r elevant
(11)
0, i f wor d at r ank k i s not r elevant

Both selected evaluation metrics are well known and established for retrieval. The P@5 is used towards evaluating
precision-oriented performances and MAP for general retrieval
performance.
A. Segmentation-Based Evaluation Performance
In the segmentation-based context is assumed that there is
an outcome of a word image segmentation method. As the
scope of the proposed word spotting method is in the local
features and its accompanied matching process, there will
be no discussion about any specific methodology used for
the segmentation process. In particular, for the experiments,
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TABLE II

TABLE III

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS FOR S EGMENTATION -BASED
IN B ENTHAM D ATASET

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS FOR S EGMENTATION -BASED
IN WASHINGTON D ATASET

the word image segmentation information is taken from the
ground truth corpora.
Initially, the proposed algorithm is evaluated against the
ICFHR 2014 Handwritten Competition [8]. The query set size
is 320 and it contains word images with length greater than 6
and frequency greater than 5. Table II shows the results for
the segmentation-based track (Track I). Our proposed method
provides considerable better performance than the other contesters. It worth to note that Almazan et al. method [20] while
it is based on SIFT local features, it uses a machine learning
procedure (Gaussian mixture model) and therefore it requires
training data.
Moreover, it is evaluated taking into account the
ICDAR2015 Competition on Keyword Spotting for Handwritten Documents [9]. The query set consists of 243 distinct
words of different lengths (6 to 15 characters). Each of these
words is represented by 6 or less different word images, making a total of 1421 query images. Table II presents the results
for segmentation-based Track I.A. The PRG (Pattern Recognition Group, TU Dortmund University, Germany) group created
a codebook having extracted the SIFT descriptors from all
test words and the CVC (Computer Vision Center, Universitat
Autnoma de Barcelona, Spain) group uses Integral Histogram
of Gradients (IHOG) in a Bag-of-Visual-Words framework.
On contrary, although our proposed approach does not use
any dataset-specific optimization stage, it provides the best
performance.
Next, we evaluated the word spotting performance in the
Washington dataset. Although it is widely used, there is not
a standard experimental setup, and each work adapts it to
the needs of their proposed algorithm. In order to circumvent
this problem, we choose to evaluate against the experimental
setup that appears in [41]. It is based on two different
configuration setups:
- Setup A: It uses 10 good quality pages (pages 30003003090309) and it has 2381 queries.
- Setup B: This dataset consists of 20 handwritten pages
with a total of 4860 words. It use as queries only words
which have at least ten occurrences and with 3 or more
characters.
Table III shows the evaluation results against similar word
spotting methods (without any training data or any learningbased algorithm). Our proposed method achieves the best
performance.
Next, the proposed method is evaluated in BH2M dataset.
The query set comprises of 5170 word image queries.

TABLE IV
E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS FOR BH2M D ATASET

TABLE V
E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS U SING THE O UTPUT OF AN S EGMENTATION
M ETHOD IN B ENTHAM -ICFHR14 D ATASET

Table IV shows the evaluation results where the proposed
approach ranks first.
Finally, to investigate the performance of the segmentationbased word spotting under a scenario that involves an
imperfect word segmentation, an artificial random error is
introduced to ground truth word information. In particular,
the word width or height as well as the have be randomly reduced or increased of the total width or height
by 20%, respectively. The segmentation-based KWS evaluation results using the above imperfect word segmentation
output are shown in Table V. The evaluation dataset is the
Bentahm-ICFHR14 from the segmentation-free track. Moreover, the segmentation-free KWS evaluation results are added
for reference.
B. Segmentation-Free Evaluation Performance
First of all, it is worth to note that in the experiments
for the segmentation-free case, a result bounding box may
not match exactly with the word bounding box from groundtruth corpora. Thus, a correct match is registered when the
relative overlapping area is over a certain threshold. For the
sake of consistency, in every segmentation-free experiment
the overlapping area is defined as:O A = A ∩ B/A ∪ B
where O A is the overlapping area, A is the result bounding
box and B is the ground-truth box. For all the experiments the
threshold is defined at 0.5.
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TABLE VI
E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS FOR E GMENTATION -F REE
FOR B ENTHAM D ATASET

D. Execution Time
The execution time of the proposed method is presented
in Table VIII for the ICFHR14 Bentham Dataset. The results
show one major disadvantage of segmentation-free which is
the considerable increase of the retrieval time.
VI. C ONCLUSION

TABLE VII
E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS FOR L OCAL F EATURES
IN B ENTHAM -ICFHR14 D ATASET

TABLE VIII
E XECUTION T IME FOR B ENTHAM ICFHR14 B ENTHAM D ATASET

In this work, novel local features are proposed driven by the
challenges presented in historical handwritten word spotting
scenarios. It shows considerable effectiveness against other
local features under two different word spotting scenarios:
segmentation - based and segmentation - free. Moreover,
a matching procedure was presented based on Nearest Neighbour, that augments performance in terms of effectiveness
and efficiency incorporating spatial context. It is proven that
the proposed framework achieves better performance after
a consistent evaluation against 4 datasets and 13 different
stage of the art methods under two different word spotting
scenarios (segmentation-based and segmentation-free). Finally,
an implementation of the proposed word spotting method as
a recommender system to a transcription process is available
at http://vc.ee.duth.gr/ws [50].
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